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(design studio Anna Snejkova)
photo retouching for rendering
presentation of company logos
display on an entrance corridor wall

Software: Photoshop, Illustrator,
Autocad.
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(design studio Anna Snejkova)
photo retouching for rendering
presentation of a falling water 
over stone board and leaves cover.

Software: Photoshop

original pictures:

01
base foto

02
stone 01

03
stone 01
retouched

05
water on glass

04
falling water

06
vine leaves
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01+02+04              

01+03+04+06

01+02+04              

01+02+05+06             
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(design studio Anna Snejkova)
Photo retouching for a 
print on glass as decoration 
for the entrance staircase 
of a restaurant terrace in Moscow.   

Software: Photoshop

original pictures: 

Selection of the silouette of the girl and
displacement on the retouched background 
with the night view of Moscow City, mirrororing 
on the ground.
The whole Image is divided in two parts as shown 
in the pictures above. 
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(design studio Anna Snejkova)
Photo retouching for a
print on glass as decoration 
for the entrance staircase 
of a restaurant terrace in Moscow.

Software: Photoshop

original pictures: 

selection of the silouette of the 
girl from the 01 photo and 
displacement on the retouched 
background with the night view of 
Moscow, mirrororing on the ground.
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(design studio Anna Snejkova)
design of the desk bar of a terrace 
restaurant in Moscow
         
Software: Photoshop, illustrator, 
AutoCAD
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(design studio Anna Snejkova)
photo and geometrical retouching 
for rendering the presentation 
of a window of a cafè Restaurant in 
Bolshaia Dmitrovka.

Software: Photoshop, illustrator, 
AutoCAD

hand drawings by Natalia Shchedrova
studio of the artdecò style frame

rendering of the new window frame
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detail of the new “art decò” style design


